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1. Introduction

In classical geometry, Kosnita’s theorem is one of interesting results on the prop-
erty of certain circles associated with an arbitrary triangle. The statement of
Konista’s theorem is as follows:

Theorem 1.1. (Kosnita). Let O be the circumcenter of triangle ABC and let
Oa, Ob, Oc be the circumcenters of triangles BOC,COA,AOB respectively. Then
the lines AOa, BOb, COc are concurrent at the point K called the Konista’s point
of triangle ABC.

In [2], Ion Pătraşcu gives a generalization of Konista’s theorem and a proof using
Barycentric Coordinates. This theorem is as follows:

Theorem 1.2. ([2]). Given a point P lying on the triangle plane (ABC) which
does not lie on the circumcircle and lines containing sides of this triangle. Let
A′, B′, C ′ be the orthogonal projections from P onto BC,CA,AB, and points
A1, B1, C1 satisfy PA1.PA′ = PB1.PB′ = PC1.PC ′ = k, k ∈ R∗. Then the lines
AA1, BB1, CC1 are concurrent or the pair of these lines are parallel.

1This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
which permits any use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
author(s) and the source are credited.
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In this article, we give a new synthetic proof for theorem 1.2 and two another gen-
eralizations for theorem 1.1 and their proofs. Two generalizations are as follows.

Theorem 1.3. (Dao-[3]). Given six points A,B,C,D,E and F lying on the same
circle (O). Denote by X = CD ∩ EF , Y = EF ∩ AB and Z = AB ∩ CD. Let
O1, O2 and O3 be the circumcenters of triangles OAB,OBC and OEF . Then the
lines XO1, Y O2 and ZO3 are concurrent and the pair of these lines are parallel.

Theorem 1.4. ([4]). Given six points A,B,C,D,E and F lying on the same
circle (O). Denote by U = CE ∩DF , V = EA ∩ FB and W = AC ∩ BD. Let
O1, O2, O3, O4, O4 and O6 be the circumcenters of triangles OAB, OBC, OEF ,
UDE, V FA and WBC. Then the lines O1O4, O2O5 and O3O6 are concurrent or
the pair of these lines are parallel.

- Clearly, when B ≡ C, D ≡ E and F ≡ A then two theorems become to the
Theorem 1.1.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Proof of the Theorem 1.2. In order to prove the Theorem 1.2, we give
some important theorems that use in this proof.

Theorem 2.1. (Coxeter, [5]). (a) If circles are constructed on two cevians (via
different vertices) as diameters, their radical axis passes through the orthocenter
of the triangle.
(b) The radical center of any three non-coaxal circles having cevians (via different
vertices) for diameters coincides with the orthocenter of the triangle.

Theorem 2.2. (Gauss-Bodenmiller, [5]). The three circles constructed on the
diagonals of a complete quadrilateral as diameters are coaxal: their centers are
collinear, and, when taken two by two, their radical axes coincide.

Theorem 2.3. (Newton-Gauss Line, [6]). Midpoints of the diagonals of a com-
plete quadrilateral are collinear on a line.

Theorem 2.4. (Desargue, [7]). Two triangles are in axial perspective if and only
if they are in central perspective.

The following is the proof of theorem 1.2.

Proof. (see figure 1 and 2). Let H be the orthocenter of triangle ABC.
Applying the Intersecting-chords theorem, from PB1.PB′ = PC1.PC ′ we get the
points B′, C ′, B1, C1 being concyclic.
Chasing angle, we have

(PA,B1C1) = (PA, PB′) + (PB′, B1C1)

= (C ′A,C ′B) + (B1B
′, B1C1)

= (C ′A,C ′B) + (C ′B′, C ′C1)

= (C ′A,C ′C1) =
π

2
.

It follows that PA is perpendicular to B1C1.
Similarly, PB is perpendicular to C1A1, and PC is perpendicular to A1B1.
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Figure 1A Figure 1B

Figure 1.

This thing means that

PA, PB, PC are perpendicular to B1C1, C1A1, A1B1 respectively.(1)

•Case 1. If P is coincident with H. Then clearly, AA1, BB1 and CC1 are concur-
rent at H. Theorem 1.2 is correct in this case.
•Case 2. If P is different from H and belongs to one of the altitudes of triangle
ABC. Without loss of generality, suppose that P lies on AH, then A′ and A1

belong to the same line AH (see figure 1A and 1B).
From (1) we get two lines B1C1 and BC are parallel or coincident. And hence, the
pair of lines containing the sides of two triangles PB1C1 and HBC are parallel or
these lines are concurrent so they are the images by themselves under a homothety
or a translation. It follows that PH,B1B,C1C are concurrent or the pair of
these lines are parallel. Since AA1 and A1H are coincident, AA1, BB1, CC1 are
concurrent or the pair of these lines are parallel. The theorem 1.2 is also correct
in this case.
•Case 3. If P does not lie on the lines containing the altitudes of triangle ABC.
Then let A2 = BC ∩B1C1, B2 = CA ∩ C1A1, C2 = AB ∩ A1B1; and let Ma, Mb,
Mc be the midpoints of AA2, BB2, CC2 (see figure 2).
Let Ka = AP ∩B1C1, then AP is perpendicular to B1C1 at Ka by (1). It follows
that Ka belongs to circles (AB1) and (AA2). Applying the Intersecting-chords
theorem and the Power-of-a-point theorem, we get

PP/(AA2) = PA.PKa = PB1.PB′ = k.

Similarly, PP/(BB2) = k, and PP/(CC2) = k.
This thing means that

PP/(AA2) = PP/(BB2) = PP/(CC2).(2)
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Figure 2.

Applying theorem 2.1 (a), from (2) we get HP being the common radical axis of
each pair of two circles from three circles (AA2), (BB2), (CC2). Hence, their cen-
ters belong to the line perpendicular to PH, i.e, points Ma, Mb, Mc are collinear.
Applying theorems 2.2 and 2.3, we easily have that three points A2, B2, C2 are
collinear. Hence, by theorem 2.4 then AA1, BB1 and CC1 are concurrent or the
pair of these lines are parallel. Hence, theorem 1.2 is also correct in this case.
Theorem 1.2 is proved. �

2.2. The proof of theorem 1.3.

Proof. Suppose that circles (OCD) and (OEF ) meet at P and K; similarly to
points L and M as figure 3.
We have that CD,EF and OK are concurrent at the radical center of three circles
(OCD), (OEF ) and (O). It follows that K belongs to OX.
Similarly, L belongs to OY and M belongs to OZ.
Note that OE = OF so (EO,EF ) = (FE,FO). It follows

(KE,KX) = (KE,KO) = (FE,FO) = (EO,EF ) = (EO,EX).

This thing means that OE is tangent to (KEX). Hence, applying the Power-of-
a-point theorem, we have

OE2 = OK.OX.
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Figure 3.

Similarly, we also have OA2 = OL.OY and OC2 = OM.OZ.
Note that OE = OA = OC. Hence

OK.OX = OL.OY = OM.OZ.(3)

Let us denote by N = O2O3 ∩ OX,P = O3O1 ∩ OY and Q = O1O2 ∩ OZ. We
easily have that

M,N,P are the midpoints of OK,OL,OM , respectively,(4)

and

OX,OY,OZ are perpendicular to O2O3, O3O1, O1O2, respectively.(5)

Since (3) and (4) it follows

ON.OX = OP.OY = OQ.OZ.(6)

Applying theorem 1.2, since (5) and (6) it follows that O1X,O2Y and O3Z are
concurrent or the pair of theses lines are parallel.
Theorem 1.3 is proved. �

2.3. The proof of theorem 1.4. In order to prove theorem 1.4, we need the
result in [1] as follows.

Theorem 2.5. (Kiepert and Jacobi, [8]). Given three different points A, B,
and C. Points A′ not lying on BC, B′ not lying on CA, and C ′ not lying on
AB satisfy the condition (AB,AC ′) = (AB′, AC), (BC,BA′) = (BC ′, BA) and
(CA,CB′) = (CA′, CB). Then AA′, BB′ and CC ′ are concurrent or the pair of
these lines are parallel.
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We restate a nice proof of Kiepert’s and Jacobi’s theorem that is in [9].

Proof. Construct the circles (Oa) passing through B and C, (Ob) passing through
C and A, (Oc) passing through A and B such that

(Oa) =

{
X|1

2
(
−−→
OaB,

−−→
OaC) = (AB,AC ′)

}
,

(Ob) =

{
X|1

2
(
−−→
ObC,

−−→
ObA) = (BC,BA′)

}
,

(Oc) =

{
X|1

2
(
−−→
OcA,

−−→
OcB) = (CA,CB′)

}
.

Let the points of intersection of the circle (A′BC) and the line AA′ be A′ and A′′;
similarly to points B′, B′′ and C ′, C ′′ (see figure 4).

Figure 4.

We have
(A′′B,A′′A) = (A′′B,A′′A′)

= (CB,CA′)

= (CA,CB′)

=
1

2
(
−−→
OcA,

−−→
OcB).

It follows that A′′ belongs to (Oc). Similarly, A′′ also belongs to (Ob).
Thus, AA′ ≡ A′A′′ is the radical axis of two circles (Ob) and (Oc).
Similarly, BB′ is the radical axis of (Oc) and (Oa); and CC ′ is the radical axis of
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(Oa) and (Ob).
It follows that three lines AA′, BB′ and CC ′ are concurrent of the pair of these
lines are parallel.
Theorem 2.5 is proved. �

The following is the proof of theorem 1.4.

Proof. The circles (OCD) and (OEF ) meet at P and K; similarly to points L
and M as figure 5.

Figure 5.

Note that OC = OD and OE = OF so

(CD,CO) =
1

2

(−−→
OD,

−→
OC

)
+
π

2
and (OF,FE) =

1

2

(−→
OF,
−−→
OE

)
+
π

2
.

Hence

(KD,KE) = (KD,KO) + (KO,KE)

= (CD,CO) + (FO,FE)

=
1

2

(−−→
OD,

−→
OC

)
+

1

2

(−→
OF,
−−→
OE

)
= (ED,EC) + (DF,DE)

= (DF,EC)

= (UD,UE).
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It follows K lies on (UDE).
Similarly, L lies on (V FA), and M lies on (WBC).
From that, we easily have that O3O4 is perpendicular to KE, O3O2 is perpen-
dicular to OK, O3O5 is perpendicular to LF , and O3O1 is perpendicular to OL.
Chasing angles, we have

(O3O2, O3O4) = (KO,KE)

= (FO,FE)

= (EF,EO)

= (LF,LO)

= (O3O5, O3O1).

Similarly, (O1O3, O1O5) = (O1O6, O1O2), and (O2O1, O2O6) = (O2O4, O2O3).
Hence, by theorem 2.5, lines O1O4, O2O5 and O3O6 are concurrent of the pair of
these lines are parallel.
Theorem 1.3 is proved. �
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